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Abstract—This paper investigates distributed event processing
in smart grids, considering the following quality of service
(QoS) dimensions: event priority, network occupation, memory
occupation, and notification latency. It proposes an architecture
for a QoS based distributed event processing. Our approach
considers that the event processing is implemented as a network
of operators that are executed by distributed event processing
units. We also investigate on strategies used by event processing
units in order to address QoS requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer systems are more and more distributed (smart
grids, sensor networks, cloud based applications, etc). In
general, the complexity to manage or supervise distributed
systems increases with the number and type of participanting
systems (potentially geographically separated), which conti-
nuously generate data. Those data can be considered as events
that refer to happenings of interest produced within the system
environment.

In most cases, the capacity of monitoring and supervising
a distributed system relies on the capacity to process low level
events, for inferring higher level events, semantically rich for
end user applications. This process includes events filtering,
aggregations, correlations, windowing, and other computations
on events. Infrastructures able to achieve this are referred to
as complex event processing systems[1–5].

For example, in a smart grid, smart meters and sensors
generate different types of event streams. Let us consider
for example CoverOpenAlert and BadVoltage event types, the
former being generated each time the cover of a smart meter is
opened, and the latter being generated each time a bad voltage
is detected by a sensor over an electrical line. An application
may be interested in the sequence of CoverOpenAlert and
a BadVoltage occurring at the same place, within a two
minutes time window. This pattern detects suspicious activities
(MeterSuspected event type) on smart meters. The detection
of such a high level event includes event filtering (type and
attribute based filtering), windowing and temporal correlation.

The production of event streams in distributed contexts,
associated with the need to quickly process them to have an
aggregated view of a system’s state, requires the definition
of complex event processing systems like [1–5]. Moreover,
those systems should be able to be deployed in distributed
architectures. They must efficiently achieve event filtering,
correlation, aggregation and composition while adapting to
their environment in terms of the multiplicity of data sources

(sensors, smart meters, existing databases, etc.) and applica-
tions quality of service (QoS) [6].

a) Multiplicity of data sources: Distributed systems
like smart grids consist of different types of components
that can act as event producers or consumers, with different
interaction modes (synchronous or asynchronous, push or pull
based style), as illustrated by sensors, smart meters, existing
databases. The diversity of interaction modes, coupled with
the difference in data formats make it difficult to integrate
data from different producers for event processing purposes.

b) Applications quality of service (QoS): The need to
detect and notify complex events from basic events is some-
times correlated with some quality of service requirements
like latency, memory consumption, network occupancy, event
priority, notification latency, etc. Those QoS requirements
generally constrain the way the event processing must be
achieved. In addition, they are not independent of each other.
For example, the reduction of network occupancy generally
decreases the notification latency. Therefore, the trade-offs
among these QoS metrics has to be done according to ap-
plication requirements. Existing systems are limited in the
sense that they fail to associate QoS preoccupations to event
processing.

The problem we address in this paper can be summarized as
follows: given smart grid needs in terms of event composition
and QoS, how to provide the complex event processing system
that best fulfills expected QoS requirements?

Our approach considers an event based abstraction of smart
grids functions and services. This abstraction allows to reason
on the smart grid in terms of event streams that are generated
by smart grid components. In order to identify relevant or
critical situations (complex events) among those event streams,
we propose a distributed complex event processing architec-
ture. The event processing logic is implemented as a network
of operators that have to be executed by distributed event
processing units. We also investigate on strategies applicable
to event processing units in order to address the following
QoS dimensions: event priority, network occupation, memory
occupation and notification latency.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents some related works. Section III presents
the overview of our approach for QoS based complex event
processing in smart grids, Section IV presents the model and
architecture of our approach. Section V discusses the QoS
adoption in event processing and finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.
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II. RELATED WORKS
Many works have been achieved on event streams analysis

and composition, and many event processing systems have
been proposed so far [1–5], either for centralized or distributed
architectures.

In centralized architectures, the generated events are pro-
cessed by a single node acting as an event processing server
[2][4][5][7][8]. This requires event streams to be routed to
that server node, which increases the latency of the event
processing, overloads the network and the server, which can
become a point of failure. Therefore, this approach is not suited
for distributed contexts.

In distributed architectures, the event processing logic is
performed by a set of distributed communicating nodes, each
one achieving a part of the work. This offers a better scalability
and availability than centralized approaches. Some distributed
event processing systems are [1][3][9][10].

References [11] and [6] identify some QoS dimensions
(latency, priority, etc.) relevant for distributed event processing,
but they do not propose mechanisms for their adoption. How-
ever, some other systems provide QoS support. They optimize
the query processing according to a particular objective, and
differs from each others by the adopted QoS dimension. For
example, [1] has focused on reducing the network traffic
whereas [9] studied energy consumption. In wide networking
environments, it is not reasonable to expect that all applications
share the same objective. In our approach, we identify a set
of QoS properties relevant for event processing in smart grids,
and we study their adoption by the event processing system.

Reference [12] presents a survey on the QoS requirements
of the smart grid communications system. It focuses on the
functionalities that have to be provided by the smart grid
communication infrastructure in order to address application
requirements. References [13] and [14] study the QoS adop-
tion in the smart grid communication network. The former
proposes to add QoS by providing differentiated service for
data traffic with different priority at the MAC (Media Access
Control) layer, while the latter propose GridStat, a publish-
subscribe middleware framework that has been designed to
meet the QoS requirements for the electric power grid. In
our work, we assume the existence of QoS support at the
networking layer (e.g, message priority) in order to propose
a complex event processing system in smart grid that deals
with event priority, memory occupation, network occupation
and notification latency.

III. APPROACH OVERVIEW
Our approach to integrate complex event processing tech-

nologies into smart grids is presented in Figure 1. It consists
in three layers of abstraction, namely the smart grid, event
streams, and event processing network layers.

• The smart grid layer consists in the real physical
smart grid architecture, which includes telecommuni-
cation based devices such as smart meters, sensors,
data concentrators, etc. Those devices are connected
by communication networks technologies including
power line communications, wireline communications
or wireless communications [15]. The smart grid is
described in terms of information being used and ex-
change between functions, services and components.

This layer of abstraction is referred to as the Infor-
mation layer in the smart grid reference architecture
model [16]. In our approach, information is seen as
events that happen within the smart grid.

• The event stream layer, which considers that data
generated by smart grids components are event
streams. In that level, smart grid components act as
sources which can generate different types of events
in a continuous manner. The event type and event
stream models considered in this work are presented
in Section IV.

• The event processing network layer consists in a
set of distributed event processing units which are
connected by event channels. It is created according
to complex event subscriptions, and its deployment
may be distributed across multiple physical networks,
computers and software artifacts. The complex event
subscriptions can be tagged with applications QoS
requirements such as event priority and notification
latency. Those QoS requirements have to be translated
into contraints applicable to event processing units at
execution time. In addition to those constraints derived
from QoS requirements, the smart grid infrastructure
itself (processing devices and network technologies)
dictates other constraints such as ressources (memory,
CPU) limitations and network occupation limitations.

Figure 1. Approach overview

IV. MODEL AND ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the event model (event type and event

stream), and the runtime architecture of our approach (event
processing network).

A. Event Model
1) Event Type: An event type represents a class of signi-

ficant facts (events) and the context under which they occur.
The defintion of an event type includes the attributes presented
in Table I.

The typeName attribute refers to the name of the event
type. The producerID attribute refers to the id of the entity
who produced the event occurence. The detectionTime attribute
refers to the time at which the event occurence has been
detected by a source. The productionTime attribute refers to
the time at which the event has been produced (as a result
of a processing on others events) by an event processing unit.
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TABLE I. EVENT TYPE ATTRIBUTES

Name Type
typeName String
producerID String
detectionTime Number
productionTime Number
notificationTime Number
receptionTime Number
priority Number
context Set<Attribute >

The notificationTime attribute refers to the time at which the
event is notified to interested consumers. The receptionTime
refers to the time at which the event is received by an inte-
rested consumer. The priority attribute represents the priority
value associate to the event occurrence. The context (context
attribute) of an event type defines all the attributes that are
particular to this event type. They represent the others data
manipulated by the producer which are relevant to this event
type. For example, the context of a MeterMeasure event type
generated by a smart meter includes the voltage and current
attribute.

An event instance (or simply event) is an occurrence of an
event type. An event type can be simple or composite.

Simple event types are event types for which instances
are generated by producers (sensors, smart meters, etc.). They
are not generated as results of processings on others events.
In the example considered in Section I, BadVoltage and
CoverOpenAlert are simple event types. More generally in
a smart grid, the event types include Alarms, MeterMeasure
and SensorMeasure generated by electric devices and such
as smart meters and sensors, and Command, ControlOrder,
ControlAction generated by utility applications.

Complex (or composite) event types are event types for
which instances are generated as results of processings on
others events. Reference [17] includes a set of operators appli-
cable to events. They capture particular situations (relevant or
critical) that can be inferred from occurrences of others events.
Those situations have to be notified to utility applications so
that the system can be automatically or manually controlled. In
the same example, MeterSuspected is a complex event type.
Complex event types can also capture aggregated values, like
the daily electricity consumption of a household. This can be
generated as result of an aggregation on a one-day window of
MeterMeasure event instances.

2) Event Stream: An event stream is a continuous, append-
only sequence of events. We note Stream(s,T ) the stream of
events of type T generated by the source s. If S is a set of
sources, then {

⋃
stream(s,T ),s∈ S} defnes a stream of events

of type T, denoted Stream(T ).

B. Event Processing Network
As introduced in Section III, the event processing logic

is implemented by the event processing units. The runtime
deployment of event processing units with associated event
channels is called the event processing network [18][19]. This
is illustrated in Figure. 2.

The general vision of our QoS based complex event pro-
cessing system can be briefly described as follows: applica-
tions subscribe to composite events by issuing complex event

patterns to the system, with associated QoS requirements. The
system then deploys a set of distributed event processing units,
which apply different strategies to meet QoS requirements
during event processing. The complex events generated by the
event processing units are notified to consumers. In a smart
grid, such an infrastructure can act as a middleware on which
utility applications can rely for detecting interesting or critical
situations (sensors errors, alarms, etc.) over the electrical grid,
with some QoS guarantees (e.g., priority, notification latency,
etc.).

EPU	  

EPU	  

EPU	  
EPU	  

Event  
Producers 

Event 
Consumers 

Event processing network 

Event channels 

Figure 2. Event processing network

1) Event Processing Unit: An event processing unit can be
defined by three types of components (see Figure 3):

• a set of input queues, on which parts of input event
streams are maintained.

• an operator, which implements a three step event
processing logic: fetch-produce-notify. In the first step
(fetch), some events are selected from the input queues
and marked as ready to be used to produce new
composite events. In the second step (produce), the
events selected at step 1 are used to produce new
composite events according to the operator semantic.
The composite events produced are stored in the
output queue. In the third step (notify), events in
the output queue are notified either to other event
processing units or to interested consumers.

• an output queue, which contains events to be notified.

produce 

Stream 1 

notify 

fetch 
Input queue 1 

Output 
 stream 

Stream 2 
Input queue 2 

output queue 
  

  

FIGURE 3. EVENT PROCESSING UNIT

2) Event Channel: Event processing units communicate
through event channels. Event channels are means of con-
veying events [20]. This can be done via standard tcp or udp
connections, or a higher level communication mechanism like
publish/subscribe [21] or group communication [22] provided
by a middleware layer.
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V. QOS SUPPORT IN EVENT PROCESSING
A. QoS Dimensions

The need to detect and notify complex events from basic
events is sometimes correlated with some QoS requirements.
The QoS dimensions we proposed to address in this paper are
event priority, memory occupation, network occupation and
notification latency.

1) Event Priority: Event priority defines a priority order
between events. In some contexts, there may exist priorities
between events that have to be captured by the event processing
runtime. For example in a smart grid, a BadVoltage event can
be higher priority than a CoverOpenAlert event. Events that
have a higher priority have to be processed and notified earlier
than less priority events.

2) Memory Occupation: Differents devices may have dif-
ferent available memory capacity. To adapt the event pro-
cessing to the memory capacity of each device, it must be
a way to specify the maximum memory occupation incurred
by an event processing unit at the execution time. The memory
occupation constraint gives an upperbound on the number of
events that an event processing unit can maintain in its main
memory at execution time.

3) Network Occupation: Event processing units can be
distributed accross different locations. The communication
between those event processing units is achieved by messages
sending at the notification step. The underlying network may
be overloaded by a high event notification rate among event
processing units. The network occupation constraint gives an
upperbound on the number of networked event notifications
per time unit on a given event processing unit.

4) Notification latency: In the common practice for power
device protection, the circuit breaker must be opened imme-
diately if the voltage or current on a power device exceeds
the normal values. The notification latency of an event is the
time elapsed between its production and its notification to
interested consumers (end users or event processing units). The
notification latency constraint imposed on an event processing
unit defines an upper bound on the notification latency of
events produced by that event processing unit.

B. QoS Adoption in Event Processing
Event processing networks are created from application

event subscriptions. Those event subscriptions are specifica-
tions of event types (simples or complex) that applications are
interested in, with their associated QoS requirements. The QoS
requirements defined by smart grid applications constrain the
way event processing and notification must be achieved. To
address those application level QoS requirements, we have to
provide:

• an operator placement algorithm that ensures load bal-
ance between the available processing devices while
minimizing the end to end latency. A first step will
be to have a look at works presented in [23][24], and
adapt them in our context.

• strategies applicable to event processing units allowing
to ensure that high priority events will be processed
and notified earlier than less priority events. An idea
consists in adopting priority queues for implementing
event processing units input/output queues, and pro-
vide a mapping function between event priotity and

message prioritization, if available in the underlying
networking technology.

• strategies to adapt the event processing unit ressources
(memory and network) utilisation in a consistent
way wich respect to existing notification latency con-
straints.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper shows that monitoring of smart grids can be
done using an event based approach where event streams
generated by distributed sources are processed by distributed
event processing units. Such units may produce complex events
indicating interesting or critical situations that are notified
to interested consumers. Since the invocation of business
critical processes is now triggered by events, the QoS of the
event processing infrastructure becomes a key issue. We have
identified key QoS dimensions relevant to smart grids, and
proposed the first step towards a QoS based event processing
system.
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